Marvelously Mediterranean Cheesy
Stuffed Mushroom Parcels + Frothy Mint
Lemonade
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marvelously mediterranean cheesy stuffed
mushroom parcels

preheat + chop + slice + mince
Note: Make sure to defrost frozen puﬀ pastry in the fridge the night before!
Preheat oven to 400 degrees F. Chop 1 8-oz package of white button mushrooms
into tiny bits! Thinly slice 2 scallions or 1 small shallot and peel and mince 1 clove
garlic.

sauté + sprinkle
Adult chefs: Melt 3 T olive oil or unsalted butter in a large skillet. Sauté sliced
scallions and garlic until soft, about 2 minutes, over medium-low heat. Add chopped
mushrooms and sprinkle with 1/2 tsp salt, 1/4 tsp black pepper, and 1/2 tsp dried
oregano. Sauté until mushrooms are soft and a little caramelized around the edges!
Turn oﬀ heat.

sprinkle + stir
Sprinkle sautéed mushrooms with 6 oz shredded cheddar cheese/DAIRY-FREE
cheese shreds. Stir until cheese melts into the mushrooms.
::recipe continued::
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roll + fill + wrap
Roll out 1 sheet of frozen, thawed puff pastry. Use a butter knife to cut out circular,
triangular or rectangular shapes. They should be about the width of a wide mouth
mason jar. Add 2-3 tsp of cheesy mushroom filling to the center of each shape, then
have your kids fold up and pinch together to seal!

bake + cool + eat
Arrange parcels on a parchment-lined baking sheet and bake until puff pastry is golden
brown and filling is hot and bubbly, about 15-20 minutes! Let cool slightly, then EAT!
For gluten-free alternative, substitute puff pastry with store-bought gluten free
pie crust. It may be easier to make “mushroom cups” by punch out shapes and tucking
them into a muffin tin, then filling them with sautéed cheesy mushrooms and baking!
For a DAIRY-FREE, GLUTEN-FREE, EGG-FREE option, follow this recipe for pie
crust. It may be easier to make “mushroom cups” by punch out shapes and tucking
them into a muffin tin, then filling them with sautéed cheesy mushrooms and baking!
Mix 2 C cassava or gluten-free flour together with a pinch of salt. Add 1 C cold
butter alternative in chunks, then use clean hands to break up the butter into the flour
until it’s the size of peas. Add 1 T vinegar and cold water, starting with 5 T of cold
water and adding more as needed (drier climates may need more water). Using hands,
work the vinegar and water into the dough until it all holds together. Roll out the dough
using a plastic water bottle, then punch out shapes and fill and seal your parcels!

frothy mint lemonade

squeeze + measure + blend + pour
Squeeze juice from 3-4 lemons into a blender. Tear up and add 10-12 mint leaves.
Measure and add 1/2 C honey or sugar, 4 C cold water. Blend until smooth and frothy,
adding more sweetness as desired! Then pour into cups to CHEERS! Cheers in
Croation: Zivjeli (Zeev-YEL-ee!)

::continued::
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shopping list!
Mediterranean Cheesy Stuffed Mushroom Parcels
1 sheet frozen, thawed
puff pastry OR raw GF pie
crust
2 scallions/1 shallot
1 garlic clove
6 oz shredded cheddar

Frothy Mint Lemonade
3-4 lemons
10-12 mint leaves
1/3 C sugar/honey or
more

3 T olive oil/unsalted butter
8-oz white button mushrooms
1/2 tsp dried oregano
1/2 tsp salt
1/4 tsp black pepper

GF/DF Pie Crust
2 C cassava or GF flour blend with
xanthan gum
1/8 tsp salt
1 C dairy-free butter (such as
Earth Balance
1 T apple cider or white vinegar

::continued::
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n
kitche tools p h d !
Slicing, Dicing, Mincing, Tearing, Whisking!
KITCHEN TOOLS PhD recipes help us get comfortable using common cooking
tools in the kitchen, including our hands!
Kitchen tools help young chefs develop and hone fine motor skills as they
prepare savory, delicious recipes.
SLICING: to cut into pieces using a sawing motion with your knife!
DICING: chopping foods into small pieces of equal size so that the food is
cooked evenly or looks uniform and pleasant when used in the recipe
TEARING: to pull or rip something apart into pieces
MIXING: to stir two or more ingredients together until well-combined
BLENDING: to combine two or more ingredients together so that they lose their
individual characteristics and become smooth and uniform.

Surprise Ingredient Facts: MUSHROOMS!
Mushrooms are a kind of fungus that look like umbrellas! They grow in places like
yards, forests, fields, and gardens. What is a fungus? It’s a kind of living organism that
is diﬀerent from plants. In fact, mushrooms are more like humans than plants!
Also, plants produce their own energy from the sun from photosynthesis, but
mushrooms and other fungi don’t need sun for energy!
Many fungi eat by breaking down dead plants. Other fungi feast on dead animals,
bird droppings, manure, wallpaper paste, fruit, and living animals.
Fungi are like nature’s cleanup crew. They break down dead matter.
Some mushrooms are good to eat, like portobellos, while others are very
poisonous. Never eat a mushroom you find growing outside!
Some mushrooms live entirely underwater!

Time for a laugh!
Why did the Fungi leave the party? There wasn't mushroom to dance!
What would a mushroom car say? Shroom shroom!
Why did the Mushroom get invited to all the parties? 'Cuz he's a fungi!
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